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MARCH 20, 1947

HARDING COLLEGE. SEARCY, ARKANSAS

VOL. 19, NO. 23

HARDI1VG WORK EXTENDED TO TORONTO

News· Lites ,
By Walter King

McKerlie isit Results
In Completion Of. Plans

THE 56T H GENERAL ASSEMBLY

AND ARKANSAS SCHOOLSWhen Arkansas" 56th General Assembly adjourned last Thursday, the
schools of the state had attained the
greatest fi nancial gains in the history
of the state.
All in all, some 20 measures dealing with education were approved. Fin:
ancial rewards to the public schools
from these bills is expected to reach
$22 ,000,000 a year.
High on the list of school benefits
is a $300 hike in salary for all teachers drawing less thaii $2,400 a year.
Other prov1S1c.ns set up a teacher
scholarship program, lay down minimum qualification requirements for
teachers, srrengrhen the Teachers Retirement System, simplify annexation,
provide educational facilities and training for physically-handicapped children,
and make it easier for schools to ol>tain loans for construction and repair. (
At last, /\.rkansas is beginning to
climb out of the .cellar in education, as
well as in other fields. There is no
good reason why a state with the potential wealth of this one should remain
for long at the bottom while states
with fewer resources are far above.

Copes Present
Recorded Concert

In their home at 4 :00 p. m. MonThe annual Freshman ""green" edi - day, D r. and Mrs. George S. Benson
tion of the BISON will appear next
entertained Canadian students at Hardweek, Editor Barbara Brown announcing with a tea in honor ~f Mr and
ed yesterday. As usual the entire staff Mrs. J. McKerkie from Toronto, Canfor this issue will be composed by ada, visitors at Harding over the week
members of the Freshman class.
end.
Attending were: Sybil Hibbard, Mr.
Jimmie Atkinson, current sports ediand Mrs. Bob Adams, Ralph Hibbard,
tor, will head the Frosh staff who will
be responsible for next week's paper. Olive Peddle, Art Peddle, Margaret
Selected to assist him are Blanche Smart, Dr. and Mrs. J. D. ,Bales, Percy
Tranum, business manager; Llo;d Ful- Witty, Douglas LaCourse, Joe Cannon,
lington, circulation manager; Mary Jean Rosa Belle Cannon, Rex Bullimore,
Godwin, society- editor; Keith Thomp- Keith Thompson,°'\walter Johnston, Rus
spn, religious editor; Bob "Coach" sell J ohnson, Ralph Mansel, Edgar McThompson, sports editor; and Sue Fadden, Helen MacDonald, and Lois
Hogg, ~ecretary. Dr. Joe Pryor, class an<l Ruth Benson.
sponsor, will serve as faculty advisor.
All freshmen class members who are
interested in helping prepare the
"green" edition are urged to attend the
Press Club meeting in room number
108, -Godden Hall at 7 :00 tonight.
Reporting assignments as well as column and feature assignments will be
made then. Anyone having contacts in
With approximately 567 students
any administrative office or departenrolled for the spring term, registrament head are especially urged to attend the meting in order to insure the tion for the new ·quarter ceased at 4:30
p. m. Tuesday following a slow aftersame complete news coverage BISO
noon.
readers have had in the past. Also any
Lining up at the south entrance to
freshie who has an idea for a feature,
column, or humorous article will be Godden Hall before 7 :00 o'clock TuesMiss Grace Johnson, a junior at
day morning, the mass of enrollees
gratefully received.
Harding and a home economic major,
drew numbers in consecutive order for
The Freshman edition, printed 'on their registration hours throughout the
was elected to serve as the National
Delegate of the Province V American green paper, has been a regular feature day.
of the BISON for the past several
Home Economics Association division
While late-comers filed into the
at the meeting held in Natchitoches, years. It gives first year students a Godden Hall reception room for numchance to gain practical experience in bers, part of the first group, those holdLouisiana, March 15.
rhe art of journalism as well as a more
ing numbers from 1-80, moved to the
The National meeting will be co~
understandable knowledge of the work gymnasium to begin the enrollment
ducted during the latter part of June
and preparation that goes into each is- procedure for the day.
10 St. Louis. A delPgate is ' named t<.
sue of a college newspaper.
During the morning the enrollees
represent each of the sixteen provinces
streamed through the temporary regisin the United States. Province V intration office, having their schedules arclude
West Tennessee,
Arkansas,
ranged, cards properly filled out, checkLouisiana and Mississippi.
ed, and approved by the Dean. ProThe convention opened on the evenceding from the Dean's table td Bur>ing of March 13th with a general getsar's each student received a statement
together of all the delegates on the
of his account and a d1ning hall percampus of Northwestern State College
mit before being allowed to leave the
where the meetings were held.
building by the final checker.
Thursday night the delegates attendIn the early morning periods and
ed a lecture delivered by Dr. Henry
Chapel time on April 8 and 9 will
th~ough the early afternoon
students
Bcwman, head of Family Relations,
find the Bison Oratorical Comest drawcame through rapidly, with the excepStephens College, Columbia, Missouri.
ing to its close. On those two days, the
tion of a few who had serious conThe delegates were divided into three
finals in both the men's and women's flicts or othet relative problems; hence
workshop groups for discussion and
division will be held. The ten-minute
the new system instigated to promote
planning ways for better club work.
speeches of the semi-finalists will take
the complete student body registration
· The questions un<;ler consideration inup the chapel time ordinarily allotted
in one day seemingly rurned out to be
cluded the following : 1. "Through Club
to members of the faculcy and the var- even more practical than had been anWork How Can We Develop More Efious departments of the college.
ticipated earlier by the faculty.
fective Citizens?" 2. "Through Club
Semi-finals will be held on Friday
Although the lines were heavy durWork How Can We Promore the Selecing the morning hours, by early aftertion of Home Economics as a Profes- afternoon, March 28. Judges for the
noon they were scattered, and at three
sion?'" 3. "Through Club Work How semi-finals are Miss Annie Mae Alo'clock only a few students remained.
Can We Better Know American Home ston, Professot Carl Spain, and Professor Neil B. Cope. The preliminaries
The registration day was officially
Economics Associations?"
closed at 4: 30 p. m., with a total enLater Friday the delegates were con- will be held for men only as there are
rollment slightly under that of the preducted on a tour of Old Natchitoches. only two entrants in the women's di-

New System Proves

Successful As

Enrollment Ends

Johnson Is Elected
As Delegate To
H. E. Convention

Bison Orators

Will

Sp~ak

In

April Assemblies

Guides pointed out and explained the
many historic sights in the oldest city
in Louisiana, being founded in 1714.
Highlighting the convention was the
banquet in the 'Student Center dining
room on Friday night. The speaker •of
the evening was Miss Martha Gannaway, dean of women at Northwestern
State.
The meeting was concluded on Saturday morning with ~ discussion of
plaris for the 1948 Province meeting
which will be held i none of the states
in the fifth Province.
Delegates from Harding were Alpha
Lee Turman, Dorothy Ann Smith, and
Mrs. I ris Elder. Mrs. S. A. Bell, head
of the home economics department, also attended

..

Dr. George S. Benson, president of
Harding College, announced in an i11>rerview Tuesday that plans were completed Monday for the extension of
Harding College work to Toronto,
Canada. Full arrangements were m;i.de
.f'. rofessor and Mrs. Neil B. Cope enthrough Mr. J ardine McKerlie, promtertained a small group of college studinent Canadian who heads the Oma...
en· s and faculty members with a regh Bible School of Omagh, Ontario,
cc ·ded classical music concert Sunday
Canada, and who will have charge of
af 2rnoon at 3 :30 o'clock in their h ome
the work offered through extension serat 906 E. Race Street.
·
vices. Mr. McKerlie and his wife were
The mus ical program, which was apon the campus Sunday and Monday.
proximately 75 minutes in length, inThe extension work from H arding
cluded: "Academic Festival Overture,"
will be carried on through the Omagh
I3rahms, "Serenade in G Major", MozBible School, but will be done in the
-1.:t, "'Symphony No. 5", (B Flat Majcity
of Toronto. It is hoped, that work
or), Schubert, "Peer Gynt Suite'',
can be begun in 'September of 194 7.
Grieg, and "'Footlights", Coates.
Two years of s::_hool work will be a·
Preceding each selection Mr Cope
vailabl e. Dr. Benson stated that the
ge\ve a brief history of the author and
teachers emplL.yed in the school would
nrigin of the piece, together with conl;e chosen by the Omagh board and ap·
di rions prompting its Jiriting.
proved by the a,1ministration of Hard·
The last selection, "Footlights," was
ing College.
the only record of the group of comCurricula will bt much the same as
positions played which was taken from
is offered h ere d uring the firsc
the field of mode!n &iusic.
two years of college work, and will be
Those attending were Miss Catherlhrding-approved with credit being
ine Score, Clarence R. H aflinger , D~le
£ranted by Harding College. Canadian
Jorgenson, Mary Lee Strawn, Mr. and
students des iring to ' enroll here can
Mrs. Bill Wallace, Madge McCluggage,
complete their firs't two years of work
Jo O'Neal, Marvin Brooker, Merry D ell
m Toronto before coming to the
Dyer, and the host and hostess.
United States. In addition to the reg·
ular college work offered in the ex·
tensioi:i, corres;ondence work will be
carried on through the facilities of
Harding College.
"It is hoped," Dr. Benson stated,
By Ida N o
"that this will ultimately lead to a
William Xenophon Morgan, apron about his waist, stood behind the
standard Junior College in Toronto.'"
The Omagh administrative branch,
counter of his newly-acquired palatial establishment and muttered , half to himheaded by Mr. McKerlie, head of mer·
self, " It is mine, all mine! "
chant shipbuilding in Canada during
We was talking about the, yeah, that's right, the Beanery. A straight
the war and at present president of the
business deal between Morgan and Lawyer, Lawyer, and Lawyer at exactly
Garden City Printing Co,~pany of
9 :23.4 on Monday night, March 17 transfered all stock attached to the above
Torbnto, is made up of several Cana·
dians prominent in rhe religious life of
mentioned institution into the hands of Optomistic William.
Canada and has among its members Mr.
founded
for
In an exclusive press release, Morgan stated that h~ had
A. L. Whitelaw, Toronto business man
himself a propriertorship and that he is now sole owner, manager, head chef,
well-known to the Har<ling faculty and
head waiter, dish washer, meat cutter, bouncer, janitor, bottle washer, short
student body, and Mr. Malcomb Mccook, long cook, bottle opener, ice cream scooper, hash slinger, and cashier.
Fadden, father of Edgar McFadden,
now a student here. Mr. Whitelaw acts
At such ~imes as William is unable to take care of the Beanery in person,
m
the capacity of secretary of the
one or both of his trusted lieutenants, Bernie "I know one better than that"
Omagh board.
Vines or Marvin "Caruso" Brooker, Jr. will be on hand to pinch-hit.
From its humble beginning in a
The Beanery, like old man river, keeps on rolling along.
small farm garage near Omagh in the
year of 1937, the Omagh Bible School
has grown to accommodate approximately a 1 hundred young people each summer for four weeks of Bible study and
r~creation. Students, who must be ten
yc:are of age or older, are recommended
by the minister of a congregation of
After reviewing her lase Sunday in the church of Christ before entrance is
Members of the Personal Evange1ism Class which meets at 7: 15 on the United States, telling of New effected. The ordinary day, as describFriday's recently enjoyed hearing por- Orleans friends who saw them off,
ed by former students, consists of Bible
tions of a delightfully interesting letter making the acquaintance of the passeng- study during the morning and part of
from Mrs. Myrtle Rowe, missionary to er list ( two other women besides Sibthe afternoon. Recreation takes up the
the Namwianga Mission, Kalomo, Nor- yl ), and Clescribing the seven hour trip
remainder of - the day and religious
thern Rhodesia, Africa. The lengthy fiom ~ew Arleans to the mouth of the meetings are held regularly three nights
Mississippi, she wrote, "Just as soon
letter was addressed to Dr. and Mrs.
a week in addition to ·regular church
George S. Benson, who found it to be as we hit the ocean, rough water be- services.
of such good content that they passed gan so we rolled and pitched all that
The Omagh school will furnish the
day. It did not affect me so I went b iddmg in T oronto where the college
it to Andy Ritchie, leader of the class.
right on to all three of my mails. T he wo:·k .will be carried on. In addition to
Mrs. Rowe, who recently completed
men were surprised to see me down to this building, Omagh Bible School, at
a furlough in the United States after
breakfast that morning. All the other
its present site on Sixteen Mile Creek,
having spent many years in Africa; was
women
were seasick all day and most approximately twenty-nine miles from
accompanied on her return trip by
of the ,next day."
Toronto, has fourteen buildings and
Sibyl Rickman, Harding graduate of
The remainder of the letter was com work is being started on extra buildings
1946. Mrs. Rowe and Sibyl set sail from
posed in dairy style beginning with
to ~er\'e :lS class rooms and to furnish
New Orleans around the first of December, 1946, on the SS Nicholas Bid.. December 4 after having passed the li,,:ing accommodations for Bible School
tead1ers.
dle, a cargo ship scheduled to make the Florida Keys and nearing Cuba. Much
voyage from New Orleans to Cape of the women's rime was spent in the
Sunday on board so Sibyl and I had
wheel house "wliich is large, plenty of
Town. Those who recall past associaour Bible lesson from the quarterly as
tions with Mm. Rowe while she was windows and doors, clean and cool so
on the Harding Campus can readily un- we enjoyed sitting there any rime . . . we knew most of you were doing and
had our worship about the . time you
reading, crocheting and embroidering. "
derstand when she sa-ys in the opening
were in your services."
"December 7 . . . We are now near
paragraphs of her letter, "This has
Mrs. Rowe next included a paraHaiti and it has been very beauti fuP so
been a pleasant voyage and not much
graph which only a sailor can appreI got out my paints and made a picrough sea. I have found enough to do
1
ciate to the fullest extent: "Before we
ture. of the lovely spot we passed. Also
to keep myself entertained most of the
got to the islands of Santa Lucia and
we are passing Puerto Rico.
time so the days would pass· as quickly
(Continued on page four.)
"December 8 ... This was our first
as possible ...

vi~: v a .

During the chapel speeches, final
judging will be done by Mrs. ]. N.
Armstrong, Dr. George 'S. Benson, and
Emmett Smith.
·
Preceding the ~ontest each entrant
will submit to the editor of the Bison
a typewritten .copy of his or her speech
which is to be of no more than ten
minutes duration.
Entrants in this year's contest are
Edna Hodge and Edith Chastain in the
women's divisioq.: in the men's division are Charles Draper, Sammie Swim,
Charles Stovall, Guthrie Dean, Ralph
Younger, and Roger Hawley.
Winners in each division will be presented with the Bison Oratorical Medal
for this year.

ceding term.

Benson Speaks At
Teachers' Meets
"Our Republic's Stake in Her School
Teachers'", will be the subject of address for Dr. George S. Benson, president, as he app~rs before a division
of the Texas State Teachers Association
in Texarkana, Texas, Friday night.
The same subject will prevail in a
similar meeting of teachers in Wichita
Falls, Texas, Saturday morning. In order to attend these meetings, Dr. Be~
son is leaving the campus tomorrow
morning but expects to return to Searcy
on Sunday.

Flash! ..Morgan Buys Beanery)

Letter Reveals Details

Of Voyage of Missionq.ries
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The ''Old Grey Mare''
Isn't Really Old

PICK-UPS

During this school year there has been quite a bit of talk concerning the phrase, "the old grey mare ain't what she used to be."
_However there has been far more talk about people saying that than
there have been people who really did voice such an opinion. Judging from the shout of protest that the old grey mare hasn't changed,
one would almost gather there was dissatisfaction. that aroused that
shout. This is by no means true.
Perhaps that old gray mare isn't exactly what she used to be.
Who is complaining anyway? From our grandstand seat the old
nag looks like she is doing very well. And she isn't old either. She
has just grown up a bit, and she 1s doing a good job. She has passed
through the crisis of adolesence with flying colors, and is settling down
to a normal steady pace ... the kind she can keep at day in and day
out and yet do her best. She is stepping along briskly, with her head
high. There is nothing aged or decrepit abo Jt our old grey mare.
The only trouble is that none of us have very much time to sit
on the sidelines cheering. We are too busy. Still, occasionally, we
like to step back for a minute, and get a good view of her. Yes,
there she goes, We are proud of her, and live her too. There is no
doJbt in our minds but that she has a long, happy life before her.
~~~~oOo~~~~

F ai:ure ls Not The Crime

recently. In the Georgetonian we find•
two poems by Elizabeth Moore that we

like.
PROGRESS
Progress halted for the moment;
Peace I could not find.
Vain regrets for past expression
Loomed up in my mind.

The Highland Echo of Merryville
College is the source of this bit of
bitter truth.
"The student gets the paper;
The school gets the fame;
The printer gets the money;
The STAFF gets the_ blame."

Then I realized my folly.
One must not look back.
Ever onward we must press
And work on what we lack.
MUSIC OF THE SOUL
heard a beautiful melody;
It lifted my soul above.
I felt within its shining chords
A message of boundless love.

--<>-

IT'S RAlHER AMUSING TO SEE
the HOGAN~MA'SON combination going into the tree-demolition business. Up at the highway corner, as you have probably
observed, a cherry tree of immense proportions is about to take
the final count, with the above mentioned contractors in charge.
A small multi-colored sign (predominantly green and red) announc~d to the eagerly waiting world that the job is handled by
FOLTZ
"MASON-HOGAN, Contractors, The George Washington Method
·wm Be Used - This is n<} lie." At this writing, the tree hasn't yet fallen, but
we predia the removal of the White House Grocery from business when it does.

Either that or the sudden demise ot some unsuspecting automobile passengers on
the highway. -In peace requiescat.

THIS ARKANSAS WEATHER
can't seem to make up its mind what it wants to do. We agree with the wit
who remarked: "If you don't like this weather, just wait five minutes."

A SCREECHING HALT
Till the end of time I shall be grateful to the comforting soul is being called by us on this business of bashing fellow-Bisonites over their·
who uttered the words "Not failure, but low aim is crime". Lowell, tender scalp via the editoriol columns. At the present writing, wordy and verwasn't it? Sometimes when we doggedly keep trying to accomplish bose epistles of wisdom, barbed with mild insults aimed at personalities, has
soc ething and it seems every effort is in vain, we may wonder if it is really gott~n nowhere, even those written by 'yours truly'. " We feel that it
really ,\vorth the effort after all. Yet, to give up is to lower our wouldn't be fair to these people who write again' us to have to do it during exa.im . . . . and low aim is the crime. It is a never-ending circle . . . amination week. Mainly because I find it hard to both write - and think,
se we keep beating o:.:r heads against a brick wall ... and eventually all at the same time.
the wall will begin to crumble and fall away.
INCIDENTLY, THAT LAST
Perhaps the aim is to master some course our minds seem to lack paragraph will probably not reach the reading public in the form in which it
the tbility to grasp. Perhaps that aim is to conquer some personality was written. However, it does remind us of a story they tell about the Arkfault, or to break down some spiritual barrier that stands between us ansas legislature. One senator was busily dashing through the halls when stopped
and our God. Regardless, if we have the grit to stay in there and abruptly by a constituant, who wanted to make talk with the legislative one.
keep fighting, it will not really matter too much if we succeed . . . Whereupon the senator brushed him off with a quick: "Sorry, sir, but I don't
as long as we are doing the best we are capable of . . . and ref use to have time to think today - I've got to pass some bills.''
lower our aim.
PERSONALITIES
In all probability, with that kind of determination to conquer ROBERT "Marshmellows-and-mayhem" KERR comes under this column's chara failing, we will win. If we do not . . . the important thing is to acter>of-the-week section - for no good reason, really, but mostly for an ability
keep on trying, and success will be found in refusing to give up, rather to take snapshots (his assistant, too) without ever getting the complete anathan in conquering. As long as that is true, we may still look at the tomy of the subject ... The character who noted to · friends after the publication
man or the girl we see in our mirrors, and not be afraid to look him of the honor roll: 'Tm in the upper ten percent of the lower fifty per cent."
straight in the eye. Yet, we will know if our aim is as high as it should . . . Another session where an investigation was made as to the structure of s.
cherry tree led past a half dozen degreed-ones and finally found the right inbe . . . and we alone will know whether we have done our best.
-M. R. S. formation in a not-so-learned (?) farmer gentleman . . .

Also at Merryville we
read of a campaign to eli-·
minate "line cutters." It
seems the student council
tried six students for breaking in line in the commons
Scott
building.
-<>-At West Washington College, plans
are being made for the compos1t1on
work done by students of English in
regular courses to be combined in a
monthly publication. The purpose is to
give recognition to work of superior
literary quality and to provide fresh
material for class criticism. A "criticism page" on which some member of
the faculty, -not a member of the
English department, will criticize the
issue will be included

FJoat on, ye eternal melody!
ether waves beyond;
Until you reach that heart of God
And create a lasting bond.

o· er

Thank God for music of the spheres
That tunes our lives ~ Him;
And offers in its beauty light,
Which brightens a life bedimmed.
Thank God for this instrument of
peace
Which calms a troubled brain;
And thank Him for the soothing
strains
Which lessens worldly pain.

-0-

At Arkansas 'State College the men .
have ;nnounced plans to ignore their
feminine classma"tes for a whole week.
The girls are defiant - and boast that
they don't believe the men will be able
to carry out their tlueat of not nodding,
speaking, or even smiling at the lassies for a week.
-<>-Henderson Oracle is making plans
for the annual Freshman edition of the
Oracle. The freshman class has selected
an editor for the Green Sheet which is
to make its appearance on April 1.
-0-

Now that exam time is close upon
our heels, some of us may be agreeing
with Nancy· Joan Pattulo of Oregon
State who in the Barometer declares
that:
I think that I shall never see
A college c.ourse designed for me.
A course that features without
classes
Education for the masses;
Curriculum designed for those
Preferring status of repose.

IT QEPENDS ON THE WAY THAT THE WIND BLOWS

It's Notebook Cleaning Time
Do you remember what fun it always was when we were "little
kids", and how we felt at the end of a term when we cleaned out
our old notebooks, and threw away all the soiled pages? What a nice
feeling it was to have all new clean pages, and what determinations
we had to keep them neat, and unmarked with red!
This is notebook cleaning time, and again we can throw the
soiled pages away and begin again. If we did not do our best, here
is another chance to prove ourselves. If we made mistakes, here is
an opportunity to make the right decisions.
Spring is considered housecleaning time, so let's throw away
even the slightly soiled pages, and start with fresh ones. Next time,
the pages will not be quite so torn, and the next even better. So it
goes. Aren't beginnings convenient?

Question of The Week

as a song hit went recently. Soon we shall have lively grass at Harding College,
which will . bloom forth in the spring in an emerald-like blaze of green. It will
be lovely to have the grass, and we' re all in favor of it.

Even if the process of

nourishment seems a bit discomforting, remember that life on the farm isn't too
bad after all. It sort of grows on you.

FAMOUS LAST WORDS:
"But ~ did study for th~ test -

I stayed up the whole night before."

~M!Y1~~AIS
Ethel White spent the weekend at her
home in Luxora. She was accompanied
by a guest, Darlene Kimbrough.
Elizabeth Allen visited friends
at
David Lipscomb College in Nashville
over the weekend.
Rena Luttrell spent the weekend at
her home in Biggers.
Helen, Mary Jo and John Summitt
went to their homes in Cardwell, Missouri for a weekend visit.
Mr. e.nd Mrs. Thednal Garner announce ~e birth of a son, Alan Rea,
at the Rodgers Hospital,
March I 1.
Mrs. Garner is the former Miss Doris

day at Arkansas Tech in Russellville, Monday, March 17 ~ She was the
guest of her brother, Dick Adams,
who is an engineering student there
and an ex-Hardingite.
Lois Church spent the weekend at
her home in Nashville.
Bob Bell, who completed the work
on his degree here last term, left
Thursday for Houston and San Antonio, Texas.

"Christianity Is
Real Beauty Of Life"

Why should I pursue a tome?
I'd rather sit and write a poem.
But when it comes to writing themes,
Inspiration never gleams.
The more ~I try, the more I see
Scholastic life is not for me.
-<>-It must have been a person of similar intellectual starure that said these
words we read in the Sout'wester:
"I often stand amazed
At fate's peculiar ways.
For nearly all our famous men
Were born on holidays."
-<>-There has been quite a lot of student
. poetry printed in the various papers

WHAT'S THE FUNNIEST TillNG
Earlene Frank.I.in: "I haven'' roeen
YOU'VE SE.liN A,T HAR.DING?
~ything wQttb hl~ at yet,"
By Brodie Crouch
Pat Munsur: " Rex - the AustralHigh school student, with terror in
ian -telling English jokes -no point, her eyes; "Mr. Mason threatening to
A number of weeks ago enroute to
you know."
a preaching appointment in Bakerville,
jerk bubble gum out of out mouthi." ·
Mo., I was impressed with the dazzling
Jimmy Atkinson: "Hu.1rh Rhodes in
Blanche Tranum: "My roommate,
Healy,
his "little act" introducing his chapel Mary K. Hollingsworth, &oin& down to
Wray Bullington has returned to her brightness of · a snow-wrapped landspeech on smooching - I know that breakfast at 4: 30 one morning - iett·
home in Athens, Alabama, for the r()- scaue. The flakes had . fallen on a
word will be cut out by our editor ing the alarm dock two hours early
mainder of the year. She was the guest quite night and every tiny twig by the
but I tried- anyway."
may have helped that little incident ~
of Bill Smith and his parents at his roadside rivaled the beauty of a whiteDoris Johnson: "Jo Connell cramlong thou£h."
home in McCrory enroute to her home. robed prince. Fields of sedge and brokming for her finals." ,
Doug lawyer: "Dale Johnson takDot Munger spent the weekend at en weeds were transformed to a regal
Jean Chouteau: "When Don Engle ing a swing at a golf ball, spinning her home in Hickory Ridge.
splendor, 'Wrule lowlands of swamp grass
got a snowball down his short."
around twice, and plowing up an acre
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. McKerlie of and sangled briars appeared worthy of
Charles Allen: "My reflection in a of ground with his nose."
Toronto, Ontario, Oi,ne.da were compus a place in the palace of a king.
mirror."
Sue Hogg: "My new roommate visitors Sunday and Monday.
There are few people perhaps who
Don Engle: "Pinky Ware -I'm not waking up in the middle of the night
James Cone was the guest of his have not at some time or other sensed
much for thingink on Monday mornand looking around trying to figure
brother, Cleo Cone, in Jackson, Ten- this seemingly magical power of snow
ing."
out where she is."
to transform that which is dark and
nessee, over the weekend.
Bruce Cooley:
"No comment for
Durwood Chesshir: "The expression
Joanna Thurston visited her uncle, ugly into the. bright and beautiful. ·
the press today - no don't print that!
on Elizabeth Franklin's face when the J. E. Thurston, in Jonesboro this weekYet how few in the world have come
Just leave it blank!" -Anything you S\ving broke with us the other day."
·
end.
to realize that the rtal beauty in the
say, Bruce.
Dale Jonnson: "Coy Campbell ciphAllwyn Hart spent the weekend with life of a human being lies in the
Judy Hogan: "All the kids pouring ering gas out of a farmer's tractor after
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Hart, "white garements" of Christianity - in
into breakfast at 6:45." Surely she's our tank ran dry coming from Little at his home· in Wewoka, Oklahoma.
the life of faithful obedience to God,
joking.
Rod in Jll"f str11&gle buggy.''
Mary Ad.a.ms G1ttcndtd cn~ccrin! and fervent service to huma0rkind.

~The--------1
Campus

ll'"-

Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hawkins are in Greenville, Mississippi, where
he is working with
the church. While here
in school in 1945 they
were in many of the
activities on the campus. Bob was a memSmith
ber of 'the Sub T-16
dub and Betty was a GATA.

-erTeaching at Lipscomb in Nashville,
we find Wymer Wiser, a '45 graduate
who majored in biology. While here
in school he was a member of the
Alpha Honor Society and 'Sug T 16

dub.

-<>Out in Scott City, Kansas, Virgil
Cullum is preaching for the church. He
attended school at Harding during the
fall term of the present school year.
Virgil was a member of the Lambda ·
Sigma club.
-()--

Working in Halcott, N. Y., we find
Miss Doris Kelly, a student here last
year. She is also doing mission work
in that section of the country. While
in school, Doris was a member of the
Alpha Theta club.
Eddie Walkup, who has been ill at
the Hawkins Hospital Oink, is able
to be back in school.

--<>Jessie. Faye Jamison spent the weekend at her home in Jonesboro.
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JO'S

By Con11etl

PEND/PS
W ell, after two weeks of heart· break
ing disappointment so mercilessly deal1
to my public, I could stand it no long·
er. I've been constantly haunted by vis·
ions of your faces horror-stricken as you
opened your Bisons with eager expec·
tation to find - no Spinning Wheel!
How could I! Never again will I forsake you (voluntarily, that is. ) Besides
that, I need the inches. So here's a new
column (well, a new name anyway)
from your same loving columnist.
And the first thing that comes a·
round that I'd like to pass on to you is
a thought someone put into the form
of a one verse poem. See if you like
it too:
Religion you say is ol~fashioned?
How true! So is fOO!l; so is drink;
So are mothers and fathers and
neighbors,
And all thin& of value I think.
Speaking of the old-fashioned, do you
remember when tongue-twisters were
the fad ? That was when we were young·
er children. There was one about six
slim slick sapplings, and the big black
bug biting the big black bear, and oh
yes, we mustn't forget Peter Piper's
peck of pickled peppers. Well, I have
one I challenge anyone to try. Just
1 how fast can you say RUBBER BUGGY BUMPER three times in a row?
But to forget the old-fashioned and
come to the latest, I quote one of my
"fortunate" suitemates. Quoth Rosemary, "'Say, do you know the only place
Kilroy hasn't been? In Richard's room
'cause he wouldn't open the door!"

You may atll a woman a kitten, but
you must not call her a cat.
You may call her a mouse, but you
must not call her a rat.
You may call her a chicken, but
must not call her a hen.
You may call her a du~ but you
must not call her a goose.
You may call her a vision, but you
must not call her a sisht.
Now, fellas, don't ever be guilty of
forgetting that little bit of advicer Don't
be like the elephant's mother who remarked to her son : "There's a saying
about us elephants, Junior, but I forge< what it is."

--0-

ri

1~..,....

DIXIE

CREAM

And before I forget it, I'd like to
take time out right now to review one
of Emily Dickinson's best.
If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not have lived in vain;
If I can ease one life the aching,
Or cool one pain,
Or help on~ fainting robin
Into its nest again,
I shall not live in vain.
.A beautiful thought is a beautiful
little poem. Ah, poetry. Nothing likC it.

PHELPS
SHOE SHOP
Shoes Repaired While
You Wait

Fresh Daily

..............................___.___.___________.,_...__,,._..._,._.__________

l____L15__R__E_s_9_A_~_P_A,_R_~_L
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When seating the boys at the table,
the girls had quite a struggle pushing
the chairs of the 175 pound boys with th em 1in them, of course.

Harding's Irish Commit .
IThe Ui ar,don ble rime
By Mary

l~

St. Patrick's Day, 1947, began as any
other day in the year. When the holi·
day was mentioned, the only thought
given to it was wearing green and such
like. But alas! It marked a memorable
occasion in March for Harding.

It see.ms the final ·a:sts last week
were just too much for the students.
Therman Healy, the speed demon of
Harding, was seen on that day pok.
ing along an<l wasting away time at
the Inn. Another peculiar incident was
Jo O'Neal's coming down to the lunch
line in a solid red outfit. When asked
why the red, she thoughtfully said, "I
knew you were supposed to wear a
special color today, but I couldn't reSo expressive. For instance:
He rocked the boat,
Did Ezra Shank;
These bubbles mark
0

Now for the confession that I must

God'Wffl

a moun~

~ ~ ~~~~& ~C O O~~

t

All the things happening on · Patrick's day,

Mayfair

Were made up by this amain one
W ho tells big fibs - aU in fun.

Oh glory be! Pitiful! Le.d by a
subsconsci.ous intuition th.at it was a
special day and that it had something
to do with "Pat" in a vague way the dining hall sang "Happy Birthday"
to Pat Mansur. The poor dears - and
they were all such nice kids, too.

One or two cupfuls of salt, scattered
daily over the coals in furnaces using
soft coal, will reduce the temperature
at which soot will burn, thus eliminat-

As night drew ~igh. everyone felt
something bad been wrong, but 'since
all were victims of the "reverse fever"
the problem couldn't be solved.
At
supper time all the girls were waiting
at the bottom ol the sr.eps of Pattie
C.Obb Hall and the boys came breathlessly in doing their last minute primping - giving that wave that last mash
for the day. -Maybe that isn't so ridirulous after all.

l_
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-Owners-

YOUNG

H ESSER

927 EAST MARKET

THE THOMPSON HATCHERY & THE THOMPSON CC.
U . S "' '1proved - R.O.P. Enriched Baby Chicks - Since 1927
We - -1 poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., oPe.rate modern pecan shelling planf
H . M. Thompson and M. 0 . Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, An ...

0
0

MODERN BEAUfY SHOP

0
0

Where Ezra sank.
Adieu, adieu, to you and you, and
then a hasty ~bye coo.

Nannie Lee Shoffner-Lila Williams
Margaret Bevill • Mary Shewmake ~ ~
Phone 449

!
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MARKET··--•
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OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER

Phone

22 5

Comer Spruce & Race Sts.
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Our first interest is
SON

-Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and Appliances-ZENITI-1 RADIOS - KELVINATOR REFRIGERATORS
Phone 119

Friendly Service
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Allen's Quality Bakery

The Searcy Bank
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Come In To See Our
1946
CHEVROLET

TO EXPRESS OUR AP PRECIATIONS
- FOR-

Phones 212 - 303

200 East Race St.

HARDING

COLLEUE

.
OPEN -

7 :30 A. M. TO 10 :30 P. M.

Breakfast .. Hot Cakes 20c, Short Stack 15c

Students----

1

YOU CAN STILL PLACE ORDERS FOR

Buy from New Manµgement

PHOT. OQRAPHS

The Beanery

FROM YOUR

HAMBURGERS ....... .· . . . . . . . 1Oc

CHEESEBURGERS . , . . . . . . . . . . 15c
DOUGHNUTS ............ 3 for 10c
BILL

MORGAN,

Owner

Roberson's
'

Buy at new pricesA t That Famous Institution

ANNUAL PROOFS
CALL 694

Wm. WALKER STUDIO
One-Half Block North of Rendezv<>'l!'s

I
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"Home of Good Eats"

STORE

1

i _____._..__,.._..__________________~-----------~--------------~·

Compliments of --

SANITARY

[ •
1

YOUR INVITATION TO VISIT US

MEN'S

of

heat o btained.

say

member what- it was." Incide.o.ta.lly, no
one had the courage to tell her the c.olor is green. (Yes, it's green, I know
it's green, it has to be green ! ! steady Mary, old girl.)

0

l_

ing soot and increasing the

to You. ·

DOUGHNUTS

219 W. Arch St.
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day."
Me: " You did? "
He : "Yes~ and it turned loose f the
pan. And then it shrank. You know
why? Because I put shortening in it!"
Yes, I agree that it was appropriate
bread, Bernie. But enough, enough. On
with the show. And this time what
have we. Have you ever thought about
what you can and cannot call a lady?
Only a slight difference goes a long
way.

Yes, yes, I did what I could, but I
was too weak to do much. Then, as if
that weren't enough, only a short while
afterward I encountered Bernie Straight
From-The-Corn-Crib Vines - at his resi·
dence (the Inn, that is) and the inevitable result:
B: "I made some cornbread the other

SBAR~Y,

:
:
:

i•
I
l

I

·l

.. ~ .... ".... -.....J.

REN EZVOUS
CAFE
&BUSSTATION

"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"

PHONE 223
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Stage Presentation
Of Famous Tragedy
Is Attended By Many

CHAPELETTES
By Brodie Crouch

One hundred and two Harding students from the dramatic club and Dean
L. C. 'Sears' Shakespeare class attended
Maurice Evans' presentation of "Hamlet" at the Robinson Memorial Auditorium in Little Rock Monday night,
March 17.
The trip, highlight of between-term
activities, was sponsored by the dramatic club. Tickets were secured by
Ruth Benson and transportation offered
by some thirteen private cars and the
college bus.
The Evans p roduction of the most
fa mous of the Shakespearean tragedies
was produced under the direction of
Michael Todd, who entered a new field
in theatri~al production when he started work on this piay. Todd is more
familia r as a producer o fthe "flamboyant" type of entertainment, according
to the program write-ups.
Evans himself, who played the star..
ring role, entered int0 the field of
classic drama as a result o fthe war
years. Beginning with a production of
"Macbeth" at Ft. George G. Meade,
Maryland in 1942, he continued as an
entertai nment expert in the Army Specialists Carps. His first production of
"Hamlet" ran for seven weeks in the
region of Pearl Harbor.
Other outstanding characters featured in the cast were Doris Lloyd as
Queen Gertrude, Pamela Conroy as
Ophelia, Emmett Rogers as Laertes,
Henry Edwards as King Oaudius, Philip Foster as Horatia..

SMITH'S

on the captain today
ly got a lot of fun
some dough, rolled
then in coconut to

MARCH 11A program of songs by the girl's sextette featured another of the music departmenc organizations on the chapel
hour. The program was directed by
Mrs. Florence Jewell. John Mason, tenor, sang two numbers . and joined with
the feminine voices in thei1 concluding
number.

thus presented, Brewer quoted a number of scriptures from both the Old and
New 'Testament showing that Christ
now reigns on David's throne, and that
all Christians compose a spiritual kingdom.
MARCH 15Harding's mo~ie of the week was an
illustrated first aid lecture prepared by
medical authoEities and produced by
the Y. M. C. A. It stressed the need .
for every person's possessing a working knowledge of first aid principles,
and emphasized that a patient's life is
often saved or lost Before the doctor
arrives. Wounds," basic treatments,
burns, broken bones, shocks, and un
consciousness were illus.crated.

MARCH 12Mr. E. 0. Alberty, manager of Harding's Memphis radio station WHBQ,
addressed both sections of chapel on the
history and development of radio. Beginning with the discovery of static
electricity before the time of Christ he
traced the development of radio to its
present day position as the world's formost means of communication.
Radio is always on the alert for new
talent, Alberty stated, and WHBQ is
always willing to audition any new•
comers. Most such newcomers never
get on the air, but many do, and the
annals of radio are filled with the interesting stories of their first appearances he said. Among those Alberty
cited was that of Bing Crosby.

-LETTER REVEAL SDETAILS
(Continued from page one.)
Martinique, our last glimpse of land ·
till we reach Africa, the captain took
the pains to come and tell us that a
mail boat would meet us out near the
coast and pick up mail if we wanted to
write letters one more time. Sibyl and
I rushed to our cabins to write and
worked at it for nearly two hours, then
came out, and told him we had our
mail ready. Then he took a good
laugh a11d said there would be no boat
but he thought it would be a good joke
for us to write letters awhile and pass
away some of the time. . . . I only told
him that I would be getting it back
on him so he had better watch out. We
had a good lot of laughing about his
joke all day.
"December IO . . I turned the joke

--0-

MARCH 13-14Concluding his lectures throughout
the winter term, G. C. Brewer spoke
on premillenialism. Using a number of
charts prepared by such noted premillenialists as ·:alackstone and Boll, Brewer outlined a number of the fundamental doctrines of the belief_
In meeting the arguments he bad

SHOE

"December 26, 28. We are now con·
centrating on getting things cleaned andi
packed to go ashore about Tuesday or
Wednesday. If you do not hear more
on this occasion you may know I am
on my way up to Namwianga and I
will write again from there. We plan to
visit the Browns, Hooks, GarrettS, and
the Brittells all before we arrive at our
destination."
Myrtle Rowe.

l
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l

VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP

I

PHONE 344
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BARBER SHOP
Come Over and See Us
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DR. R. W. TOLER

Dent'ist
X-RAYS
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Men's Newest Apparel

Latimer & Langley
Service

1i

WHITE HOUSE

I

ti

Grocery and Market

"TV here you firuJ, what you like to eat"

STOP

pie, pumpkin ' pie, fruit cake, cream
puffs, fresh fruits, mixed nuts, fruit
punch, tea, coffee. Now if you had
more than this I am sure there is not
much shortage of foods where you are.
We really do have good cooks on this
ship . . .

I

FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
SHOE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes New

.

and everyone real- · 'kept . on for an hour or more. Then
out of it. I made the Captain came in and announced to
it in face cream, the men that they had some unfinished
make it l~k like work to do in the dining saloon.
·

love!! ca.n~! balls and also put cotton ' " 'In about an hour we were called
ms1de. And did. he. bite
·
A
stuffmghad
. .quick. ~ ~ down an d enterecl to f md a surprise.
l Y1• 1
on 1Y to pass him the · nice table' was well decorated with a -h0mehom6-made candy and he was delighted mad e t ree, f'irep1ace, snow an d a11 . por
to have
. some.
. Many of us have ·split two d ays t h ey, too, had been work'mg
our sides with . laughter
over and over to make t h at tree. A 1arge size
·
. .
mop
all
day.
At
his
ms1stance,
we
passed
h
dl
·
d
h
1
b
.
. ,
an e was secure , o es ored , an d
it· around to others as he was en1oymg small iron
·
·
ted , rope unro d arms mser
the
joke,
too,
and
did
not
want
to
be
·
d
d
·
·
h
k
tw1ste an cut m pmeneedl e lengt h s
t _e on 1Y sue er.
.
and· tied on the arms after having been
On. the twenty
third of December
d.1pped m
· green pain
· t . The f"ireplace
1
· the
captain suggested to Mrs. Rowe that was ma de f rom ape
l box b oard s an d
she · make a holly
wreath for their amte
· · d , an d t he H ers hey b ars on b oard
.
Chrimnas celebration aboard. "I began had lost their silver coats which had
with my water colors and by night I
be~n cut up for icycles. The medicine
had a very nice colorful wreath . . . It chest had been robbed of all the cot_had already been suggested that we have
ton and epsom salts to make the snow.
a kind of party at supper time ChristChewing gum, candy, colored spools of
mas eve and come to dinner dressed
thread, buttons were the tree decoraup, so we all fell in line.· I continued
tions. Underneath lay several gifts for
. : with held
from Sibyl . . making ~.
.
chains, cutting table decorations, fixing
covers for menus, robbing everyone of
"De.cember 25 . .. This has been a
all the tinfoil gum wrappers; ... a nice quite day and we had a very good dinline of decorations hung on my wall by ner ... our dinner menu: ripe olives,
·midnight all ready for use the next ·day. radishes, spring onions, celery, cream of
It reminded me of the things I . do at chicken soup, roast turkey, dressing,
school, so I felt at home and in my gravy, cr~nberry sauce, roast loin of
pork, apple sauce, green peas, cream
place.
"December 24 ... decorated the din· ed culiflower, fresh broccoli, candied
ing saloon, brought out our 'Sunday sweet potatoes, mashed potatoes, mince
best' . . . entered into the spirit of it
and all enjoyed it. Sibyl had typed
some words to carols and put them _OQ.
J. D. Phillips & Son l.
the tables so the singing started - even
before we ate. When we ~finish~, ..;,e
RADIOS - RECORDS
went up to the wheel house and con120 W. Race St. Phone 76
tinued singing and other songs were
mentioned, so out came our "Great
Songs of the Church" ~nd the chief engineer took it. As he ' turned through
it . . they all wa1_1ted to sing
and
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WOOD-FREEMAN
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Variety

Cafe

THE COLEGE INN

We don't feature Juliet
-SODAS-

-SUNDRIES

-SANDWICHES-

-SCHOOL SUPPLIES-

because
OUR SPECIALTY IS GOOD FOOD

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Arnoi.i

.,
* * 24
PHONE 586
CITY

smooth!

., HELTER SKELTERS
· Non-stop 2ad-abouts·
that feel as chummy as
they look ••• heavenly
platform resilience for
walking, a dash of spicy
styling and low cost
transportation afoot.

HOUR TAXI SERVICE

* *
PHONE 586

CAB

-"WE

ARE

COMPANY
INSURED"-

Office At Roberson's Rendezvous

Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Jones, Owners
I .

HARDING-----WE APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS

ll

ALWAYS WELCOME

L.

-at-

Security Bank

The Ideal Shop

"A Friendly Institution"

A Hit With
Every Miss!

FAMILY SHOE STORE
SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Social Clubs Plan
Spring ·Outings
Midst the whirl of registration and
a new term, girls social organizations

are electing new officers and getting
plans under way for spring outings.
Five clubs have already chosen dates
and settings for their outings, while
three others are yet indefinite.
Metah Moes will open the spring
outing season with their all day trip to
Petit Jean which is scheduled for Monday, March 24.
April 7 tias been selected by the Ju
Go Ju's for their outing to Red Bluff,
while the Tofebts have chosen Camp
Tahkodah one week later as the place
and time for their spring function.
The GATA's and MEA's have also
scheduled trips to Petit Jean, the former oa April 28, and the latter on May
12.
Meanwhile the Las Companeras, Phi
Delta's and Omega Phi's are laying
plans for outings, although no definite
dates or sites have been made by these
three organizations.

"Who's Who in American Universities
and Colleges.". For the past two years
the bride has been a member of the
high school faculty at Bragg City.
The groom served with the navy for
two and one half years and at the present is employed as Radio Telegrapher
with Frisco Railroad at Blytheville
where the couple will be at home at
the close of the school term.
Immediately after the ceremony the
couple left for a short wedding trip in
Tennessee.

Club Notes
GATA
At a meeting of the GATAS at the
home of LaVerne Blankenship Saturday, March 15, Frances Bornschlegel
was elected president for the coming
term. Others elected to serve with her
this term were Mary Beth Gordon, vice
president; Judy Hogan, secretary; Mary
Kay lflollingsworth, treasurer; Blanche
Tranum, reporter; and La.Vera Novak,
song leader.
FRATER SODALIS
Richard Veteto and Guy 'Simms
were formally initiated into the Frater Sodalis social club, Monday night,
March 17.
With the adding of these two members, the club, one of the newest boys'
social organizations on the campus, now
bs.s a membership of more than CW'enty

Box -Hanks Vows
Made March 13

•

Miss Polly Rose Box, daughter of
Mrs. D. R. Clark of Melbourne, Arkansas, became the bride of Earnest Ackland Hanks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jos--0-eph A Hanks of Bragg Ciry,Missouri,
HARDIN'G CAMERA CLUB
in a double ring recemony performed
At the regular Harding Camera
at the home of the officiating minister, Club meeting winners of the secon'ci
Robert Lawyer, minister of the church contest of the year were announced.
of Christ at Kennett, Missouri, on
First place was a 5 x 7 self-protrait by
Thursday, March 13. The ceremony was Bruce Cooley. John Moore took second
performed before an altar flanked with
place with an 8 x 10 protrait of Napoferns and gladioli.
leon, the college mule. There was a tit!
The bride wore a coffee tan wool
for third place. Both prints were 8 x 10
suit with blue accessories and pinned a
sixe. One was a portrait of Maxine
talisman corsage at her shoulder. Miss
Richr-sin by Bob Batson, the other a
Maxine Smith of Brookfield, Missouri,
po~trait of
Virginia Terry by Dun
the bride's only attendant, wore navy
Hoc\...:;ctay.
blue and her corsage was of American - !.f;:s. Mason gave a lecture to the
Beauty roses. Kakes Claxton of Bragg group, who now meet on Wednesda~
City served the groom as best man.
ahe:rnoon at 4:15 in the choral studic.
The bride, a graduate of Melbourne
High School, attended Arkansas PolyMetta Dean 'Smith, who is teac:-iing
thechnic College at Russellville and re- at the school for the blind in little
ceived her degree from Harding in Rock, visited her brothers, Charles and
1945, at which time she was listed in Emmett, and old friends on the campus.
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Girls' Clubs Elect
pring Term Officers
Following is an announcement of
the new officers for the various girls'
organizations who have held elections
for the spring q~rter:
"H", Club:-Meeting Saturday night,
Ma.FCh I, Oarlene Kimbrough was elected president to succeed Dot Baker. Beth
.Tones replaced Dot Munger as vice
president, and the office of secre~
treasurer, formerly held by Lou Dugger,
went co Laverne Sevedge. Margaret
Scott was elected reporter. This posi ..
tion was held by Georgia Smith the
preceding term.
Tofebt:s:-Saturday night, March 15,
the following officers were elected:
Doris Abney, president; Louise Roberts, vice president; Norma Sanderson,
secretary; Ruby Hanes, treasurer; Edna
Hodge, reporter.
They succeed Alpha Lee Turman,
president; Edna Hodge ,vice president;
Mary Alice Cranford, secretary; Mary
Elizabeth Kerr, treasurer; Mildred
Lanier, reporter.
Metah Moes: Norma Foresee was reelected president, and Grace Arimura
was re-elected as secretary-treasurer for
the club, in a meeting Saturday night.
Other officers are: vice president,
Mrs. Mary Lynn Minick; reporter, Anr
ne Carter; song leader, Margaret Clamp-

itt.
Respectively, they replace Inez Hayes,
Hargaret Clampitt, and Sibyl Bennett,
who held these office& during the winter quarter.
Following the election, the group initiated Helen MacDonald into the club.
GATA:- Meeting at the home of
Laverne Blankenship, Sarurday night,
March 15, the club elected Frances

Bornschlegel to assume the duties ol
president, performed previously by Dot
Brewer; while Mary Beth Gordon and
Blanche Tranum were re-elected for the
positions of vice president and reporter.
Juqy Hogan and Mary Kay Hollfogsworth were chosen for P1e offices of
secretary and treasurer, held until men
by Margie Alexander and Jane San-

ford.
Ju Go Ju's:- Spring term orticers
are as follows: Lois Hemingway, president; Madge McCluggage, vice president; Margaret Smart, secretary-treasur·
er, Frences Smethers, reporter; Glady!>
O'Neal, song leader.
Miss Smethers was elected at a Iueei,
ing March 15, to fill the uneJq,ired
term left by Virginia Terry who resigned before leaving for home.
The above officers replace Mary
Belle Garner, president; Dot King, vice
president; Margy Lee, reporter; Madge
McCluggage, song leader. Miss Smart
was re-elected secretary-treasurer. ·
Phi Delta's-In a business meeting
held in East Wing, Sarurday night,
March 15, Lu Patten was unanimously
elected as president for the Phi Delta
club.
. She succeeds Wray Bullington who
had held the office for the put two
terms, and is now leaving for her home
in Athens, Alabama.
Prancille Keith was electe<l to the
office of viee president, formerly helcl
by Teenie Thomas; and Doris Gibson
was chosen for the secretary-treasurer,
replacing Eupha Williams.

COMPANY
106 E. Market, Phone No. 8

Haircuts 40c

t."~i~.

:r.

Shaves 25c

~i:h~:t. ~:n::r:a~

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let This Garage Serve You
-for-

"Better. Service To All Is Our Goal''

~
Following a business meeting in
There are now about 2,200 AmeriEast Wing, Saturday night, March 15,
members of the Phi Delta social club can World War II veterans attending
held a farewell parry in honor of their colleges in 29 foreign countries under
The American Legion-sponsored GI Bill
past president, Wray Bullington, who
left the campus yesterday for her home _of Rights.
in .Athens, Alabama.
The girls played a game of "Treasure
Hunt", in which, after an extended
search, Miss Bullington found a silver
March 20
slipper shaker and salt cellar set, that Dale Jorgenson,
Artist
Edwards
March
20
the members presented to her as a
wedding gift.
Lester McCartney
March 21
Following the hunt, refreshments of
Theodore Farmer
March 21
pecan pie and ice cream were served
Ferrel · Mason
March 23
while Doris Gibson and Pinky Ware
Clark 'Stevens
March 24
entertained the group with songs and
Gordon Cook
March 25
guitar music.
Alice Fryer
March 26
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cralle of Harrison announce the arrival of a baby
daughter, weighing 7 7-8 i.)t>Unds, on
February 12, at the Fowler Hospital in
Harriso .i.. The baby and mother are
both d ,ing welL
Mrs. Cralle i sthe former Miss Eva
Lee Bradley.

Happy Birthda ..I

~

Bradley's Barbtt Shop

OPEN TUESDAY - SAnJR.DAY

~A

QHONE 440

;hop that tries lo be Chris~
West Market Street
Bradley
Cato

~--·-----

ECONOMY

COMPANY
OF NEW JERSEY

STOTT'S
DRUG STORE

MARKET
For

l

STAPLE AND FANCY

PRESCRIPTIONS

FOOD

PHONE 33

I

Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
5. A. Coffey - 0. K West
W. E. Walls

MAKE OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

Welcome, Harding Students, To

Quaint Beauty Shop

STANDARD OIL

PARK AVENUE

GROCERY
HANDY -

--<>--

.,... B. B. BENTON'S
BUSY BEE BARBER SHOP

Approximately 56,000
American
soldiers and sailors married British girls
during Wqrkl War II.

COMPLIMENTS OP-

j"""~~~~~f:~~~

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO

Deltas Pay Honor To Did You KnowBullillgton At Party

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile
Company

HELPFUL

----<>---

STERLING'S
5s & lOc STORE

"White County's Fastest Growing Store''

Jus.. off the Campus

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME TO-

Robertson's Drug Store

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

---oOo---

(Back of Plaza Theatre)

-GIFTS-DRUGS-ANTIQUES-

-Sandwiches

-Drinks
-Pies

-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

.'
I

WHITEHOUSE
CAFE

Largest Store in Searcy

Let us do your dirty work!

LADIES'- H at s

Bnng Your Laundry and Dry Cleaning

Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes

TO

Meals ~ - Short Orders
•

----Jo---"A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN COME

•

KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME"

MEN'S-Ha ts
-Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes

Robbins-Sanford
Mercantile Con;ipany

I

Harding College Laundry

f

Dry Cleaning Plant

·-·l

and

·-
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C H ATTER ....

by Jimmie Atkmson

Horse ,Shoes Out Of Moth Balls
The Little Rock Tigers are once ,
more the champions of Arkansas' Class
A High School Basketball. Their 41 to
35 victory over the Pointers of Van
Buren in the finals of the State Tournament in the Robinson Memorial
Auditorium Saturday night gave them
their fourth championship in a row.
Selected on the All-'State five were
Forward Bobby Boggess and Guard
Earl Harvey of the Tigers, D. L. Miller and Junior Baber of Van Buren,
and Jake Holman of Jonesboro.
The Donaldson Red Devils of district number 6 caprured the Class B
title with a 41 to 24 trouncing of
Strong in a preliminary game to the
Tiger-Pointer clash.
-oRebound control, one of the most
0·1er-looked factors of winning basketball, was brought to the attention of
yours
truly in the Little Rock-Van
Buren finals. The Pointers were leading by a few tallies mid-way of the
seccnd period when the Tigers suddenly came to life. It seemed that they
just rallied to regain the form that has
made tl:em the class of Arkansas' high
school basketball. Actually two thirds of
their go:Lls in that second quarter
splurge were.--the result of recovered rebounds. So completely did they control
the backboard that at one time all five
players were able to take a shot at the
basket before they lost the ball.
Center Fred WilliaI\1s fired away
from the foul circle and missed. Forward Bobby Boggess took the rebound,
shot and missed. Guard Earl Harvey
capture~
this one and also missed.
Guard Sammy Smith took his turn but
once more in vain. The fifth man, Forward Louis Schufele, garnered Smith's
rebound, and shot, but Van Buren's
Miller failed to cooperate by checking
the attempt.

"Red Sox Have Secret
Weapon:" Speedy Moore
Red Sox skipper Jesse "Speedy"
Moore has stationed himself at third
base, Malcom Kelley on the mound,
Joh nnie Clark behind the bat, Dick
Veteto at second, and Bill Simpson at
short, and has John Summitt, Joe Wells
James Yingling and Jack Harris to patrol the outfield. W endeU Kimbrough
has drawn the first base post.
"Our league seems to be pretty well
balanced, but we have a secret weapon
-Kimbrough, that is," Moore stated.
When asked about the Yank's battery
of Stevens and Webb, Moor said, "The
better they are the harder they lose."

Duke Farmer Chooses
Braves To Cop Title
"We are as good as any other team
in the National Loop," confidently
said Theodore "Duke" Farmer of the
Braves when asked how hi.s team shaped up for the tournament. He thought
a minute and then added, "I believe
we're just a little bit better. Howard
Ewing will handle the hurling and Bill
O'Neal will catch. Jimmie Atkinson
and Johnnie Baldwin at the short field
and second, respectively, will operate
at the keystone. I will play third; Roy
Harris will be at first.
"Dick Taylor, Claude Lewis, and
Jesse Vanhooser will be in the outfield."

"We'll Do O'Kay," -Says
Barton Of Cardinals

1. Who won the East-West AllStar basketball game last year?
2. Who was named "Football
Coach of the Year" in 1943?
3. Can a college football player
captain his ream more than one
year?
4. Who won the Rose Bowl game
in 1918?
Harold "Red" Hart was unsure a·
5. Hank Greenberg who won the
bout his starti ng lineup for the Tigers.
American League home ru n title
Charles Shaffer will likely do the tosslast year with 44 round-trippers was
ing, while Albert Fraser and Evert
sold by the Detroit Tigers early this
Pickartz are set fo r the outfield. Only
year. Who was he sold to?
one other position was even probable,
6. In checkers, if one player has
Vernon Lawyer at second base. Gene
only one man left and his opponChatt~non,
George Parker,
George
ent has him ·cornered so that he
Thompson, William Wells, and ].
cannot move, has he lost the game?
Sams furnish material for the remainAttention Clyde Dale Johnson.
. ing positions.
. 7. Has ·anyone ever made an un"I haven't had time to size up the
league, so I . wouldn't be able to tell
assisted triple play in a world serhow the Tigers compare with the othies game?
er teams we will meet," H art told the
8. In the poem "Casey at Bat"
was there really such a person and
press.
,
team?

Hart Unsettled :On
Line Up For Tigers

I

Lawyer Picks.Dodgers
To Win·National. Flag
Jack Lawyer will be on the mound
for his Dodgers in their initial game
with the Cubs en March 26. He will
have his battery mate of last season,
Norman Starling, to do t he catching.
The infield will be composed of Arvel
Will, lb; Harold Wilson, 2b; Charlie
Kratz, ss; Ferrell Mason; 3b; Jim Ganus, rf; Herb. Lawrence, cf; and Art Edwards, j,f.
Lawyer crawled out on a limb when
he called his team the ultimate winner
of the National League pennant. "W e
are as good as· anybody else,'' he declared. He then went a step further
and said, "I wouldn't bet the family
jewels . on it, but I think the Dodgers
will take the cak~. "

Joe Barton, captain of the Card inals,
With the advent of spring (?} the
horse shoe stakes at Harding are in for had himself set for center field, Doug
a rough time. Several players have been lawyer on the mound, Bob "Turk"
observed assaulting them with malicious Lanier catching, Arvin Edwards at first
intent. The traditional rivalry between base, and Martin Lemons at second for
Dale Johnson, Charles D raper, and their opener against the Braves this afternoon. The rest of his li neup will be
Doug Lawyer has been transferred
there. Whether it be backetball, ping made from Wendell Bennett, Pete Mcpong, chess, or ho!> skotch, these three Cluggage, Leland Waters, Rex T illman
may be found right in the middle of it. · and Leo Campbell, but prior to gameAnd always they are at each other ham- time he was uncertain as to who would
mer and tongs. Dale seems to have the play what.
"There may even be changes in the
last laugh as he proudly displays a tattered and torn clipping from the Bison line up after the game starts," Barton
which reads: (basketball free throws)
told the press. "I think we will do all
JOHNSON 36, LAWYER 35, D RAP- right in our league, but I believe the
Braves will give us the most trouble."
ER 32.

Answers To Sports Quiz
";JW1l$

"We're going to win the pennant,"
boastfully said Jimmie Miller on the
eve of his Yank's opening game with
rhe Indians Wednesday afternoon. "And
in Clark Stevens and Joe W ebb we
have the best battery in either league,"
Should 3. student have forgotten who
his educational advisor is he should inquire at the office of the dean for it.
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If the Cubs play softball with the
kind of confidence their captain had in
predicting the final standing for the
four dubs in the National Loop they
will be hard to beat. Coy Campbell was
the only one of the eight captains who
would volunteer a prediction as to the
final results. Unhesitantly he chose t11e
Dodgers to win the crown, his Cubs to
take second money, the Braves to cop
third spot, and the Cards to wind up
in the cellar.

Campbell will send George Reagan
to the mound to face the Independents
on March 22. Colis Campbell will do
the backstopping, W. B. Clark holds
first base, Coy second, Lloyd Wright
shortstop, and Brodie Crouch third.
The outter defenders will be Jimmie
Thomas, Ernie Wilkerson, and John
Brown.

---o--

Eyes Tested-Glasses Fitted

The most outstanding thing t0 occur
in the drawing for the teams last week
was the act of fate that placed Clark
Stevens and Joe \'o/ebb on the same
team. These two formed the Harding
battery in the 'Searcy City League last
summer and were practically unbeatable.
Games will be scheduled every day
for a few weeks in order to get the
tcurney played off by the first of May,
the end of the intramural program for
this year. Winners of the two leagues
will meet in a playoff to determine the
tourney champions. An All Star team
will be chosen in each look, and all
games will start at 4:25.

PARK VIEW
S:BJRVICE STATION
CARTHEL ANGEL
Owner

1

I
t

--------------~·-----------4

I••---·.-·-·--·------·---------..-.---------1
24 ~HOUR SER VICE
at

one&~
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' LICENSED
O PTO METRIST

The eight teams have been divided
into two leagueS, the American and
National, and a modified round-robin
schedule will be played, modified in
that when a team loses two games it is
eliminated.

Dodgers Best Tearn

Ph__

J AMES L. FIGG

Seventy-seven boys comprising c•~ht
teams are now lined up and ready for
play in the 1947 Harding intramural
softball tournament. The first game
was played Wednesday afternoon , too
lii.te for Bison publication.

Coy Campbell Calls

SEARCY ICE AND
COAL COMPANY

--0-

WE

March 19-Yanks vs. Indians.
March 20-Cards vs. Braves.
March 21-Red Sox vs. Tigers.
March 22-lndependents vs. Cubs.
March 25-Yanks vs. Red Sox.
March 26--Dodgers vs. Cubs.
March 27-Indians vs. Tigers.
March 28--Cards vs. Cubs.
March 29-Braves vs. Dodgers.
April I-Independents vs. Tigers.
Game Time: 4:25 p. m.

aq,L "1

Searcy, Arkansas

Harding College
Students

Ol

Yankees Get
StevensJ Webb

Softball Schedule

Compli m ents of

Miller Calls Yanks
Cinch In American --

Indians Have No Chance
Crys Captain Jackson
Captain Harold Jackson yelled for
the crying towel when asked about his
team's chances in the American League.
"We haven't got a chance," he wailed.
"Everyone else is bette r than us, but
we'll be in there trying."
Jackson will handle the catching
while Bob Hare will do t he pitching.
Max Mowrer will hold forth at the initial sack, M:elvin Ganus is slated for
duty at second, Don Cluck will be at
shortstop, and Bill Harris draws the
hot corner. The outfield will be selected from Carl Tate, Mel Young, Rus~ell
Johnson, and Dale Johnson.

Intramural Softball In Full
Swing, Games Booked Daily

The rest of the Yankee line up was
listed as Cecil Beck, lb; Miller, 2b;
Lester Perrin, 3b; Charlie Draper, ss;
Brikk Hurst, If; Guthrie Dean, cf; and
Wesley 'Smith, rf.

By Bob "Coach" Thom pson •

'

--<r-

he volu nteered. "It is certain that they
will be ready to go Wednesday."

1ne Weekly
Sports Quiz

L. R. Tigers Again State Champs;

MARCH 20. 1Q47

TAXI CAFE

I
PHONE 213
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ACROSS F ROM THE RENDE ZVOUS
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Here's refreshment

'

WE L C OME
Y OU

ALL

TIMES

KR OGER'S
COMPLETE FOOD
MARKET

Ser vice is Complete at ;

cc

O KLAH O MA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.
-0-

Headlee's \1Valgreen Drug Store
-and-

For T he Finest
MERCHAND ISE
- -o-

Searcy,

-:-

Head 1 ee's Rexall Drug Store

Arkansas
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

